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Abstract: 
Title: DBpedia - A Global Open Knowledge Network 
 
In the last 10 years DBpedia has developed one of the most successful knowledge graphs 
projects with a thriving community. After the foundation of the DBpedia Association in 2014, 
there has been a three year long discussion about the new strategy and identity of DBpedia 
to further push Open Data as well as inter-organisational collaboration and curation of data. 
In the coming months DBpedia will change significantly: (1) from a single source dataset 
(Wikipedia/Wikidata) to a multi-source dataset with transparent provenance ("a knowledge 
graph of knowledge graphs") with frequent bi-weekly updates. 
 
The newly created DBpedia Platform was inspired by principles of the Apache Software 
Foundation and Github and patches systemic flaws of a fully decentralized Web of Data. 
Data behaves fundamentally different than oil, but is currently more than often transferred 
via pipelines with tremendous disadvantages. Furthermore, the Web of Data was designed 
according to the WWW, but incentive models for links in content also behaves very 
differently than in data and we might even have to rethink the original ideas of Tim 
Berners-Lee to reach a hierarchical-decentralized data network with full-duplex channels, 
where "copy" works different. 
 



Joining the DBpedia Platform has clear cut-out benefits for the individual data providers (so 
called adopters). The mission of DBpedia and its incubator model is to improve its sources 
over time with automatic test-driven quality assessment (based on the SHACL standard, 
which was created by DBpedia's CTO), data comparison with all other included sources to 
spot differences and global curation of links between the sources. Furthermore, feedback 
given either by professional curators or data users at any node in the network will be relayed 
to any other relevant node allowing web wide collaboration on data quality without violating 
data governance principles.  
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